
REPORT NO. 95 

ELMBRIDGE RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY REPORT FROM 20/04/22 – 27/04/22 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE: 

“It is inevitable at this time of year (Epsom Derby) that there are lots of “cold callers” in Elmbridge offering to pressure wash driveways/roofs/hedge cutting/paving etc., or 

trying to sell you products. They may also simply be trying to gather information about you or your property.   

Please can I remind everyone to be on their guard and to follow the guidelines issued by Surrey Police on this?  Cold callers often target the elderly or vulnerable, so please 

keep an eye out for friends and neighbours at this time.  In some cases, fraudsters may even pretend to be from utility companies and use the excuse of needing to take a 

meter reading as a way to gain access to your property.  Anyone who calls at your door should have some form of ID and you should ask to see this and make a note of their 

details.  Never give out bank or personal details to anyone you are unsure about.  Remember that it is ok to tell visitors that you are not interested and ask them to leave if 

you are not comfortable.” 

Thank you. 

DATE 

REPORTED 

 

CRIME REFERENCE & ADDRESS TYPE PROPERTY STOLEN NOTES 

21/04/22 45220042067 

D’oyly Carte Island, Walton Lane, 

Weybridge 

RB Attempt Gatehouse which had been locked with a substantial numeric padlock 

and the fastening on the door had been cut with bolt cutters, 

although nothing appears to have been stolen 

20/04/22 45220042526 

Gainsborough Court,  

Walton on Thames 

RB Cash 

2 sets of car keys 

Sometime between 10.30-20.00hrs, a first floor flat was entered by 

unknown means.  The balcony door was found ajar by the 

homeowner on their return home, but the balcony is too high up to 

be climbed, so it is thought the suspect may have entered the flats 

through the communal front door which is always open. A large 

amount of cash and 2 sets of car keys for a Porsche were stolen from 

the kitchen.  House to house enquiries taken place & enquiries 

ongoing 

 



22/04/22 45220042843 

River Walk, Walton on Thames 

RB Audi Quattro S5 A neighbour’s CCTV shows between 23.47-00.57hrs, a black Audi 

Quattro S5 was stolen from the road outside a mid-terraced property 

in a quiet cul de sac.  The front door (UPVC) was found ajar at 

07.00hrs the next morning, and the car keys were stolen from inside a 

metal box kept in the hallway.  It is believed a tool was used to open 

the door without causing damage.  The Audi was stolen and is 

believed to have been the target as a wallet and rings were ignored. 

House to house enquiries taken place & enquiries ongoing 

22/04/22 45220042843 

Fairmile Lane, Cobham 

RB Safe Access was gained to the property in a quiet cul de sac via an open 

bathroom window.  A ladder may have been used? The house alarm 

was triggered and the suspect continued down the stairs and dragged 

the safe from a downstairs cupboard out through the front door.  It is 

thought that this may have been a new (unknown) workman who was 

employed recently who had previously seen the safe? House to house 

enquiries taken place & enquiries ongoing 

24/04/22 45220043207 

Home Farm Gardens,  

Walton on Thames 

RB Nissan Qashqai Sometime between 03.00-06.00hrs, a suspect entered the property 

by the front door (which was found wide open by the homeowner at 

06.30hrs the next morning) and the car keys to a Nissan Qashai had 

been stolen as well as the vehicle itself.  House to house enquiries 

have taken place and enquiries ongoing 

26/04/22 45220043842 

Thistlecroft Road, Hersham 

RB Audi Ringdoorbell shows a hooded male suspect getting into a grey Audi at 

22.49hrs, which was parked on the road outside the property and 

driving off.  The homeowner woke up the next morning to discover 

their grey Audi had been stolen.  There was no sign of forced entry to 

the property but the owners cannot find the car keys. House to house 

enquiries taken place & enquiries ongoing 

 

 



➢ Please remember to leave lights on in your property if you are going to be out after dusk (around 20.19hrs) as many of the properties which are 

targeted are those which are in darkness and in some cases, there is no vehicle parked on the driveway, giving the appearance that the property is 

unoccupied 

➢ Please visit Surrey Police website for advice on security:  www.surrey.police.uk  

➢ Surrey Police do not recommend products or companies, however Secured by Design (SBD) is the official police security initiative that works to 

improve the security of buildings and their immediate surroundings to provide safe places to live, work, shop and visit.  SBD’s product based 

accreditation scheme – the Police Preferred Specification - provides a recognised standard for all security products that can deter and reduce crime.  

There are currently many hundreds of companies producing thousands of attack resistant crime prevention products, across 30 different crime 

categories, which have achieved Police Preferred Specification. 

www.disklokuk.co.uk  - is a member company of SBD, who sell products such as steering wheel locks and the Faraday pouches. 
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